Al-Bustan Seeds of Culture has established giving societies to recognize and offer special benefits to the organization’s loyal donors who help make our arts and cultural programs possible.

**Orchard Circle** $2,500+
Omar Blaik & Hazami Sayed
Mazin Blaik
Susan and Ken Frank
Intech Construction
RBTS, Inc
Andrea and Alfred Saah
Hanan Sayed & Steve Worrell

**Harvest Circle** $1,000 - $2,499
Shaina Adams & Brahim El Guabli
Omar and Gerlinde Harb
Mary and Assad Jebra
Amer Kechli
Tom Lussenhop
Santander Bank

**The Blossoms** $250 - $999
Anonymous (2)
Ibrahim and Ann Abuammar
Salma Abu-Ayyash
Suzan Al-Mutawa
Saad Anbari
Lucy Aptekar
Adel Barakat
Lamia Barakat & Brad Norford
Khalil and Yasmina Bdeir
Elizabeth Cloues
Julie Cristol & TL Hill
Allitia Dibernardo
Kathy Elokdah
Anne and John Gerbner
Georgette Hamaty
Shawki and Heidi Harb
Daniel and Susan Hoffman
Hogan & Vandenberg LLC
Abe Ibrahim
Adab Ibrahim
Pascal and Maria Jabbour

**The Seeds** up to $249
Anonymous (3)
S. Dendinger & S. Abdel Maguid
Jane Abell
Kinan Abou-afach & Naomi Gonzalez
Janna Abouseliman
Raghan Abousaleh
Susan Abulhawa
Buthaina and Solomon Abu-Bader
Kathryn Aikins
Joyce Ajlouni
Angela Allen
Ali Anaim and Hoda Mansour
Sarah Anton
Aref and Odette Aref
Carol Armstrong
Naim and Nawal Ayoub
Peter and Ghada Ayoub
Wallace Ayres
Mary Kate Bennett
Nawal Bonomo
Julie and Krimo Bokreta
Brad Broomfield
Jim Brown & Rose Obeid
Mark and Cecile Burgert
Jessica Cestone
Kate Conlow
Rajie and Peg Cook
Mary Dallas
Laurel and Douglas Costa
Alisha Dubb
Fayez El-Gablawi & Fran Devine
Timothy and Amy Emmett-Rardin
David and Kathryn Feldman
James Fine
Bindu Gajria
Musa and Asma Ghannam
Sreemati and Tirthankar Ghosh
Susanna Gilbertson
Elizabeth Glatfelter
Joseph Gorman
Maureen Gregory
Linda Hanna
Dyresha Harris
Cecily Harwitt
Eman Hamad
Bonita Hay
Mona and Maarouf Hoteit
Anne Hess
Cynthia John
Jennifer Johnson & Benjamin Dugan
Stephanie Judson & Sandy Rea
Janet Kalkstein
Malek and Layla Kamoun
Zein and Said Kayyali
Allison Kelsey
Nadine Kreamer
Laura Line
Thoma Lloyd
Sara Marie
Megan Meiris
Laura Merkel
Gail Mershon
Hilal Milawai
Ernesto Mireles
Lisa Mitchell
Bassam and Alice Muaddi
Najat Jaber Muqbel
Genieenne Navarro
Saade Nuwayhid
Elsayed Omran
Patricia O’Neill
Bradley Pennington
Nuhad Sakran
Anis and Sue Saliba
Carla Shalaby
Donna Sharer
Thomas Shrack
Barbara Siegel
Sue Staas
Christine Steele
Lois and Cy Swartz
Carol Tashjian
David Tatgenhorst & Cathy McCoubrey
Dave Tavani
Elizabeth Taylor-Mead
Angela Varriichio
Hiyam Wakeem
Najib Yatim
Dennis Waters
Ahlam Yassin
Andrew Zitcer
Irene Pelech Zwarych
-- and other Razoo supporters of youth percussion ensemble

**Funders**
- William Penn Foundation
- Pew Center for Arts & Heritage
- Knight Cities Challenge of the Knight Foundation
- Barra Foundation
- National Endowment for the Arts
- The Philadelphia Foundation
- Philadelphia Cultural Fund
- PNC Arts Alive
- Samuel Fels Fund
- Pennsylvania Council on the Arts
- Stockton Rush Bartol Foundation
- Arab Fund for Arts and Culture
- Aramco Service Company
- Knorr Foundation
- Dolfinger-McMahon Foundation
- Spruce Foundation
- Awesome Foundation
- Matching Gift Companies: Microsoft
- Merck Partnership for Giving
- GlaxoSmithKline Foundation

**Partners**
- Trinity Center for Urban Life
- City of Philadelphia’s Office of Immigrant Affairs
- Office of Arts, Culture, and Creative Economy
- Philadelphia History Museum
- Friends Center
- American Friends Service Committee
- PA Refugee Task Force
- Nationalities Service Center
- HIAS-PA
- University of Pennsylvania’s Greenfield Intercultural Center
- Middle East Center
- Penn Global
- Penn Arab Student Society

*Fiscal year is from January 1 to December 31.*

Al-Bustan Seeds of Culture is a tax-exempt 501(c)(3) non-profit organization registered in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. EIN: 03-0502955